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Abstract: In August 1960, the Czechoslovak communist daily newspaper Rudé 

právo (Red Right) announced that Czechoslovakia was being operated 

the second largest ocean fleet among inland countries (the largest fleet 

was that of Switzerland in those days). The Czechoslovak Ocean 

Shipping Ltd. was founded in 1959 as an international joint-stock 

company. It was highly influenced by political reasons, by the fact that 

from 1949 until 1971 the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was not 

recognized by the United Nations as a state representing China. As a 

consequence of this status, the PRC did not have the so called “right for 

flag”, a right to run its own ships in the international sea area. In order to 

be able to get around this restriction, the PRC run its ships as owned by 

the Czechoslovak Republic (with the Czechoslovak flag). This 

cooperation lasted from 1959 to 1967.  

 

From the business point of view, the C.O.S. was a very successful 

company (reflected within the communist planned economy) and even at 

the beginning of 1990s it had good economic results. After year 1989 it 

was privatized and then acquired by the Viktor Kožený’s Harvard Funds. 

The last Czech ship was sold in 1998. The maritime business of one 

small inland country ended. 

 

Still, behind this economic history, there are lives of Czechoslovak 

seamen as well as their families. Based on her oral history project, on 

direct testimonies about sailors’ life and work, the author will present 

topics as travelling, emigration, private life of sailors, their father and 

husband role, direct experience with communist regime on ships, and 

mainly their life between „two worlds“, two completely different 

experiences of (lack of) freedom – when sailing around the world and 

when staying at home, in communist country with strictly guarded 

borders.  

 


